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Prologue

My piano teacher grunted, tapped a page of Teaching Kids Piano. “Here,
Warren. Your eyes stay here.”
Outside, an engine sounded like a chainsaw. I concentrated on the
piano keys: plunk, plunk, plunk.
BRAAAP! The engine revved and my heart raced. I didn’t want to play
piano.
Plunk, plunk, plunk.
Her son zoomed past the window, and my eyes stole a glance. But I
missed him—and several piano keys. He jumped and spun donuts on a
motorcycle while I plunked the piano. How was that fair? Maybe I needed to
grow up first. Second-graders played piano—sixth-graders rode motorcycles. I
was four grades away.
She snapped the book shut. “Go home and practice, practice, practice.
You are talented, don’t you go and waste that.” She ushered me to the door.
“Straight home and practice for twenty minutes. Okay?”
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She expected me to nod, so I did. The door shut, and I started for home
to practice so one day I could play ragtime music like my mom. But with every
step, the passion drizzled—perhaps through the holes in my pockets. Halfway
down the long sidewalk, my pockets were empty. I stopped. The high-pitched
wail of the engine on the other side of the house beckoned like a siren’s song. I
turned around. Nobody would care if I got a better look, would they? I circled
the house where, finally, I could watch without constant interruptions like:
Remember your fingering. Don’t forget B-flat.
From behind a tree, I saw tires spinning, dirt flying. Merely watching
made me feel older. Like a third-grader—three more grades to go before I
could ride.
The bike faced me and the engine screamed. Run? Too late. He
skidded to a stop three feet away and stared at me. With nothing to lose, I
stepped forward.
“Why do you get to ride motorcycles, and I have to take piano
lessons?” I yelled over his rattling engine.
He killed the bike. “You’re Warren? The piano kid?”
“War,” I corrected. Warren the piano kid was not what I wanted the
sixth-graders calling me.
“Okay, War. And you want to ride my dirt bike…”
His eyes sparkled with laughter, not the fun kind, so I cut him off. “My
mom wants me to take motorcycle lessons. She’ll pay you, of course. Like she
pays for my piano lessons.”
Dollar signs replaced the laughter in his eyes. “Alright, I’ll give you
lessons.”
I hadn’t expected that to work. I couldn’t pay him. Unless I told Mom
piano lessons went up, and I needed to bring cash, instead of a check every
week. Yeah, brilliant!
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He kicked life into the bike, and my grin wrapped around my face.
Kickstarting a motorcycle was the manliest thing in the world. With a single
thrust, lifeless steel became a growling tiger, ready to run fast and hard. Seeing
him resurrect the beast bumped me to fourth grade and sixth felt closer than
ever.
He dismounted. “Climb on, hold this lever. Step there to put it in first.
Then twist the throttle a bit and slowly release the lever. Easy as pie.”
I swung my leg over the seat, gripped the handlebars, and pointed my
toes to reach the ground. Fifth grade! Heart pounding, I did what he said. Well,
almost. I popped the clutch, the bike lurched, and I fell on my butt.
He picked up his motorcycle. “Too much gas, little guy. Try again.”
A half hour later, I rode circles through his yard smiling bigger than
Christmas. Boom, sixth grade!
I walked home dreading the long wait until my next lesson but, turned
out, I didn’t have to wait. My brilliant plan crashed that night—Mom knew.
How did Mom always know? In a heartbeat, I was booted all the way back to
second grade.
Four years later, to save on 1970s gas prices, my dad bought a Suzuki
250—the coolest machine ever. Not a true dirt bike, but it handled the dirt
roads around our house every bit as good. The throaty engine announced his
arrival home each day, and I’d run outside for a ride before he parked in the
garage. One winter, he put chains on his tires and towed us through the snow
on sleds. I loved riding with my dad but longed to drive myself—like my one
time after piano lessons.
Sixth grade arrived, but instead of riding motorcycles in the fields
around our house, I often hid out there to escape bullies. That’s when I met
Harvey—my mentor through adolescence. Harvey was a timid man who only
existed in my head. He introduced himself to me in sixth grade while I walked
home nursing a fat lip (through the fields).
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I can protect you from them, he whispered in my mind.
I took one look at him and laughed. As if. He wore gold-rimmed
glasses and spoke in a scratchy, whiny voice. He looked like the kind of guy
who made fusion reactors, not one who fought bullies.
Give me a chance. I’ll prove it, he said.
Thanks, but I don’t think so.
Later, while looking at my swollen lip, I reconsidered. If Harvey could
prevent this from happening again… Okay. Keep me safe, and I’ll do what you
say. I’m tired of looking stupid.
Harvey moved in. I imagined him in a small room with a bed, a
bathroom, a desk, and eventually a computer. Four tiny, round windows let
him see the world through my eyes and the holes in my ears.
Harvey tapped his fingers, looked at me over his glasses, and
established the guidelines. You must never question me. Do what I say, when I
say. Agreed?
I nodded. What did I have to lose? If it didn’t work, I’d boot him out.
No talking to girls. No rock climbing, motorbikes, or photography. Too
dangerous and expensive. Avoid risk. He pointed at me. Keep your mouth shut,
ideas to yourself, and avoid attention.
I scowled. No motorcycles?
His head shook.
I agreed—for now.
Turned out, life was a peaceful river when I followed Harvey’s advice.
A creative genius, he used imagery, stories, and poetry to keep me in line. A
stranger walking down my side of the road became an escaped psycho from an
asylum, so I crossed the street. A flat bicycle tire after school? A nail-biting
thriller as I rushed to patch it and ride away before hooded villains emerged.
Everything scared Harvey, so almost everything scared me. Some mornings,
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his finger hovered thirty seconds above his light switch because of his fear of
static electricity.
When I ignored Harvey, I often ended up feeling like an idiot. Like in
ninth grade when I wanted to give my crush a Christmas present.
Don’t do it.
Why?
Girls are a risk…
But I remembered her smile and forgot his words. I wrapped the
package, stuffed it in a brown paper sack, and decided to give it to her the next
day. Harvey pretended to wash his hands then held them up.
Forget Harvey. She’d love the present and me.
The next day at school, I avoided her—even when sitting next to her in
advanced typing class with the bag under my chair. My normal, calculated,
lunch routine usually crossed her path, but not that day. After the final bell, she
stood in line as yellow school buses approached for the last trip home before
the two-week, winter break.
I played the scene in my head. Suave, I’d hand over the gift as her eyes
lit and a shy smile appeared. “Call me,” she’d mouth. By the new year, I’d
have the cutest, smartest girlfriend in the school.
Success hinged on suave, and suave never showed. Her bus belched to
a stop, the doors opened, and she stepped aboard. A large, yellow thief was
stealing my dreams.
Whew. Harvey fell onto his bed. Close one.
Then I yelled her name and ran down the sidewalk while Harvey
screamed in horror. She stopped, two steps high, and looked down at me. I
handed her the sack, my eyes wide and hands shaking.
“Merry Christmas,” I said.
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She took it, thanked me, and the bus swallowed her. I walked away a
superhero, proud and confident. But rather than calling her during the break, I
listened to Harvey rant—for two weeks solid.
You fool, she’d never go for you, he said until I believed him.
A fallen hero, I went back to school a supernerd. She said “Hi”; I said
“Hi”, then I walked the other way. I never really talked to her again.
You feel pretty stupid, don’t you? Harvey nodded, answering for me.
Next time, are you going to listen to me?
Without a doubt.
After the Christmas nightmare, I stuck to most of Harvey’s instructions
without debate. Except when it came to motorcycles. I turned sixteen, got my
driver’s license with a motorcycle endorsement, and hoped that once in a while
my dad would let me ride his new Nighthawk to school. Nope. He sold it and
bought a small car I could drive. Because motorcycles were too dangerous.
With Harvey in control, daydreams became routine. They kept me out
of trouble, so he used exciting thoughts to distract me. My eyes glazed, and I
escaped into fantastic worlds. A space pirate. A knight. A National Geographic
photographer riding a motorcycle through Africa while fighting ninjas. And I
always got the girl.
I thought Harvey would be gone by the time I turned twenty-one.
Nope. I hadn’t realized the temporary position I filled to get me through my
teenage years would haunt me the rest of my life. The confused little boy
dreaming of motorcycles became a confused adult dreaming of motorcycles. I
grew taller, married young, and before I knew it, we were a family of five. I
was an overgrown kid trying to be a father, husband, and employee.
Harvey stalled the purchase of my first motorcycle until my midtwenties. Then he made sure I avoided rainy skies and handled the throttle like
it was made of glass. I paid mechanics to change my oil and putted around
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back roads. My riding experience was a notch above plastic motorbikes at
theme parks rotating to circus music. Exactly what Harvey wanted.
True to his word, Harvey had kept me safe. He’d also pushed me to get
good grades and think about my future. Instead of photography, writing, or
psychology, I spent thousands of dollars and years in school earning the most
boring (yet reliable) degree in the world—accounting. A conservative route
because I was afraid to fail, afraid to succeed, and afraid to try.
When I first saw an adventure motorcycle, an SUV on two wheels, my
mind raced to the exotic places I’d never go on it. The machine—the love-child
of an African safari four-wheel-drive and a sleek Italian sport bike—deserved
to be in a centerfold. I put one hand on the shoulder of my five-year-old son
Curtis and said, “Someday, I’m going to Alaska on one of those.”
My bold claim had barely left my mouth before falling splat. Another
hollow dream, another gooey mess on the floor—the sad life of a depressed
daydreamer.
The daydreams helped me escape my boring life. For instance, while
inching through traffic—a sea of blinking brake lights—I’d imagine myself
pulling victims from a burning car. Or exploring Africa. Anything to make me
forget that I was spending most my life sitting in cubicles and cars doing
nothing. Daydreams kept me sedated and stuck. Used right, dreams pushed
athletes to excel and scientists to cure diseases. Mine were like ecstasy and
opium—they thrilled, soothed, and left me dazed.
I’d dreamed of a new life for years, and one eventually found me. My
religious beliefs evolved, and I walked away from the foundation of my life—
the Mormon Church. A computer business I’d started and been running for
several years failed, and I went bankrupt (as predicted by Harvey). The final
blow, several years later, leveled me: my wife filed for divorce. When I finally
stumbled to my feet, covered in dirt and grime, my life was in ruins. I turned
on Harvey, eyes burning red.
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I trusted you. I did everything you said and it destroyed me! I’m thirtyfive and a complete failure.
He glared back. Oh, nice. Blame me for this. That is so like you. This
mess is the result of your lazy, narcissistic…
We tore at each other, vicious and unrestrained. Thirty years of anger,
frustration, and pain erupted in a dirty brawl between the life I was supposed to
live and the one I’d wanted. I’d followed his rules, but where was the life he’d
promised? I fought like a desperate man against tyranny.
Once we lay bloody, too exhausted to lift another accusatory finger,
the truth settled. We were stuck with each other, and it was time to rebuild.
I quit my job—a demanding, promising job at a large software
company in Redmond. I quit against Harvey’s advice. I quit against everyone’s
advice—even my manager’s.
“Warren, I don’t see passion in you anymore. What happened?” My
boss drummed fingers on his desk.
“It’s gone. And I don’t know if it’s ever coming back.”
He tried to help, but I wouldn’t be saved and gave six weeks’ notice.
My life was upside down. Three kids to support, and I quit without a plan.
What was I doing?
Your life is in shambles, sure, Harvey said. But good hell, why shoot
yourself in the foot?
Because the kids are spending too many hours alone in my twobedroom apartment.
Their mother was busy reliving her twenties—stolen by marriage at
eighteen and a child at nineteen. Aubree was in middle school, Curtis in his last
year of elementary, and Mikayla a little third-grader. So I quit my job. My
extensive work-related travel and three-hour daily commute was leaving them
to parent themselves.
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You have nothing to lose now. You threw away your career, Harvey
said.
I have my kids, I snapped. The one thing in this world I can’t ever lose.
Right, your kids. Another reason bailing on your job was boneheaded.
Harvey was wrong. In my downtime, I wrote the fantasy novel I’d
been talking about for ten years. Within a couple months, I took a position that
let me be more of a father to my kids—low-stress and forty-hours-a-week. The
downside was less pay and stuck in a cubicle, but the short twenty-minute
commute and four weeks’ annual vacation made up for it. The kids and I
played video games, took road trips, watched movies, and played Dungeons
and Dragons. Two years later, I married Sandi, the sweetest woman ever. She
loved me, my kids, and they loved her. We bought a house. My life was no
longer rubble.
Congratulations, Harvey said. You’ve turned your life around. See
what happens when you listen to me?
He was right. Why, then, did I still feel lousy? I often dreaded falling
asleep at night because morning and work were a blink away. Sometimes I set
my alarm to go off every two hours to make the night longer. My life was
good. Why wasn’t I?
Curtis struggled in middle school. His grades dropped, and he was
called into the principal’s office several times for fighting. Unlike me at his
age, he hit back when somebody took a shot at him. I was proud of him for
standing his ground, yet concerned. After a rather intense session with my
therapist, I made a decision.
I’m going to South Africa with Curtis, I told Harvey. Not because I
want to but because he needs it. Then I’m taking solo trips with the girls and
Sandi anywhere they want to go in the world.
Whatever. He was too used to my daydreams.
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Officially, the trips were for the kids—which was why I followed
through. Curtis in Africa, Aubree in Italy, Mikayla in Greece, then Sandi in
Costa Rica. One per year for four years. They changed me. The Spirit of
Adventure seemed to be healing the scared little boy inside my forty-year-old
shell.
I felt better than I had in over twenty years, but too many nights I
tossed, watched my alarm clock, and dreaded 6:00 a.m. What was I missing?
The little boy in me daydreamed, again, about an Alaskan motorcycle trip.
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“Dad, I’m buying a motorcycle,” Aubree said over the phone.
A motorcycle? Aubree? Who was this stranger sounding like my
daughter? A college mate in her dorm must have pinched her cell.
“My bicycle has a flat, and I’m tired of riding buses,” she said.
“You know … tires can be patched.”
“You can’t talk me out of it. I’m buying one.”
Absolutely not! Harvey jumped to his feet. Not in Seattle rain and
traffic. She’ll be killed.
“Hmm,” I said to her. My standard response to buy time while arguing
with Harvey.
Harvey’s eyes narrowed. Hmmm is the wrong answer. Try, “Hell no,
you aren’t.”
Legally an adult and bullheaded like me, if Aubree said she was
buying a motorcycle, she was buying a motorcycle. What right did I have to
say no? Hypocrite dad gets one, but his kids have to ride bicycles? Each of my
11
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kids had spent hours behind me riding through the countryside—we had fond
memories of riding. Of course she wanted a motorcycle.
Why are you hesitating? This is a no-brainer. Tell her no!
Think, Harvey. If I say no, she’ll get pissed. Every time she rides, she’ll
feel a rebellious ‘stick it in your face, Dad’ attitude. You want her riding
angry? If I stay neutral and talk her through it, she’ll probably back down. You
know how she gets these hair-brained ideas.
Yeah, exactly like her dad. But what if she doesn’t back down?
Then I’ll help her find a reliable, good deal and we’ll ride together ...
where I can teach her how to be safe.
He kicked the wall—which he did when he was pissed that I was right,
and was probably the source of most of my headaches.
I shut my eyes and massaged my temples. “A motorcycle, eh?
Interesting. What are you thinkin’?”
She emailed me links to several bikes on Craigslist. We rejected some,
called on others. A red Honda Rebel 250—small, light, and covered in
chrome—won her heart. The next weekend she came home and bought it. We
rolled the shiny new machine into the street for her first ride. Our helmets had
intercoms, so I could talk to her from the driveway as she practiced riding up
and down the road.
I started her bike. “Climb on, hold this lever. Step there to put it in
first. Then twist the throttle a bit and slowly release the lever. Easy as pie.”
Copycat. Better warn her about popping the clutch, Harvey said.
As she settled on the seat and gripped the handlebars, I said, “Make
sure you go soft on the clutch and gas until you get a feel for them. Or you’ll
end up on your butt.” I paused—Aubree wasn’t the type that worried about
falling on her butt. “And scratch your chrome.” That got her attention. She
clicked into first gear; the bike jerked forward. Careened left, sputtered, reeled,
swerved right, sped up. She rode a giant ‘S’, weaving up the road like she was
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riding a drunk bull about to throw her. I put my hands on my helmet, winced,
and bit my tongue because I didn’t want to scare her by screaming into the
intercom.
Harvey did scream. She’s going to hit that car! Or kill someone … how
could you let her—
Suddenly, her motorcycle straightened, centered on the road, and
putted a hundred yards ahead. She’d found the knack. I jumped and pumped
my fists—without making a sound because I didn’t want to break her
concentration.
“Dad! What do I do? How do I stop? I don’t know how to turn!”
I forced a calm voice. “You’re doing great, Aubs. Pull the clutch, ease
the throttle, and roll to a stop.”
She did, turned around, and rode back. With each pass up and down
the road, she added new skills—braking, turning, stopping. Later that day, I
followed her on my Honda Magna through the neighborhood and continued the
instruction. “Watch that car up there, they might not see you. Cover your
clutch and be ready to brake.”
For the next couple weekends, she came home from college to ride.
We rode around lakes, through forests, and up mountains while chatting
nonstop about motorcycles, boys, and school.
One evening after riding, Aubree pointed at my monitor. “What’s that,
Dad?”
The centerfold adventure bike had returned to my computer desktop.
“A new bike I’ve been reading about. A Triumph Tiger 800XC.”
“Sexy.”
“Sexy as hell. I’m going to see it tomorrow.”
“No!” Her eyes popped wide. “Are you buying it?”
“Nope. Just looking.”
Damn straight you’re just looking, Harvey said.
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The next day, Sandi and I went to the Triumph dealership. In the
middle of the showroom floor, a white Tiger 800XC made my jaw drop. A
perfect blend of sleek and tough. Fast and nimble on pavement, yet capable on
mountain trails. I gawked like a teenage boy at the beach. More than two
wheels and an engine, this was the new BMX bicycle I never had as a little
boy, the motorcycle I never had as a teenager, and the adventure bike I’d
dreamed about for fifteen years as an adult.
Walk away. Now.
Don’t worry, I’d find a used bike if I got one. I’m only looking.
Fine. Look but don’t touch. Like at the beach.
Sandi nudged me. “Go sit on it!”
What’s she doing? Harvey threw up his hands. She should be jealous
of hot motorcycles. Whatever, sit on it. But you look like a frickin’ idiot, close
your mouth. If you are going to sit on it, at least act like a man.
I cleared my throat, nodded, and frowned like a man. “Okay, I’ll sit on
it.”
The seat was higher than my waist, and I caught my foot trying to
swing my leg over. My face reddened; Harvey laughed.
Nestled in the saddle, I pointed my toes to reach the ground like I had
over thirty years ago. This bike is too big, tall, and powerful. No way I can ride
it.
Glad we’re on the same page, Harvey said.
“How about a test drive?” A hand appeared from nowhere. “I’m
Jason.”
“Sure.” Sure?
Sure? What in the hell are you doing? Harvey said.
Ten minutes later in the parking lot, the Tiger growled beneath me.
What the hell was I doing? My Honda Magna sat low to the ground—a
cruiser—where I leaned back on a recliner with wheels. This was a monster
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truck. I couldn’t drive monster trucks. What if I crashed? I thought of Aubree,
nervous and determined on her first ride. She’d managed; I could too. I twisted
the throttle, released the clutch, and rode into the street. The fear vanished. As
my instructor had said after piano lessons many years ago, it was “easy as pie.”
The bike cornered like a tiger dodging trees in the jungle. I slowed at a
light—the fear returned and I tried to remember how to ride. Pull the clutch.
My boot tapped air. Where’s the rear brake? There it is, whew. I pointed my
toes to the pavement for balance and stopped.
A truck stopped to my right.
I think he’s looking at you, Harvey said. Keep your eyes on the
stoplight.
Harvey hated eye contact. Eye contact signs the eye contract, he’d
said. Then you have to talk to them. They might not like you, you might say
something stupid, or they may try to sell you something…
Light’s about to change. Harvey looked at the truck. Shit, he’s rolling
down his window.
“Hey!” a voice yelled.
I flipped my visor and met the man’s eye. Contract signed.
“What is that?” He pointed at the Tiger, nodding approval.
“A motorcycle!” Pride and enthusiasm filled my voice but crumbled to
ash when I heard my words.
Harvey winced. See what I mean? Never sign that contract.
“An Adventure Tiger. I mean a Triumph Alaska XL.” No, all wrong.
Somewhere I’d missed an 800…
Stop. Harvey held his head. Just stop, don’t even try to fix it. You are
creating a dangerous rift in your motorcycle karma.
Truck guy’s mouth turned up slightly. A comforting expression that
said, don’t worry son, it’ll be okay. The same look a father gives his toddler
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who’d accidently pooped his pants. Hang in there little buddy, you’ll get the
hang of it…
The light changed, and I let the truck move ahead. I needed to escape
so turned onto the freeway and gave the throttle a healthy twist. The Tiger
sprinted like a cheetah and I fled from the fiasco back at the intersection>
Oh, this is nice, Harvey. Wait. Is that a smile on your face?
No! He scurried from the window. I was watching traffic.
Three cruisers in my life, and there’d never be another—the end of my
recliner era. Back at the dealership, I weaved through the parking lot standing
on the pegs (something you can’t do on cruisers or sport bikes). Rather than
blacktop, I saw Alaska and bears. I returned the bike to Jason and pulled off
my helmet. Sandi must have noticed my eyes burning.
“You should buy it. You’ve been saving for years, you have the cash.
Do it.”
I did.
That evening, I pulled into the garage, soaked from rain, and parked
for the night. But when I walked into the house, Aubree grabbed her helmet.
“Let’s go, Dad. Gimme a ride!”
“But the rain!”
“So?” She headed for the door. We rode.
Over the next few weeks I showed off my adventure bike with a smug
grin. “I’m going to Alaska on that, in two years.”
The two-year timeframe let me boast, but not take the trip seriously.
Alaska talk produced envious smiles and fueled an addictive ego buzz that kept
me bragging about an adventure I never expected to take.
Sandi liked riding with me on the tiger, but seeing Aubree’s
enthusiasm inspired her to take a class and get her own motorcycle
endorsement. The Magna became Sandi’s bike. We’d fire up the three bikes,
Mikayla would climb on behind me, and we’d all ride off together. All but
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Curtis. At sixteen, riding “bitch”—as hard core riders said—was below his
cool threshold.
In the fall, my good buddy, Mike, called. “War, I need us to go to
Alaska on motorcycles.” A heart attack had recently taken his father and the
ride remained unchecked on his dad’s bucket list. Mike wanted to take his
ashes.
You can’t agree to that, since we aren’t really going, Harvey said.
He doesn’t even ride. Don’t worry. The meaning Mike brought to my
fake trip was touching.
“I’m thinking next summer,” Mike said.
Tell him no, Harvey said. He’s serious about this.
“Alaska is brutal, even for an experienced rider. I don’t think one year
of riding could prepare you enough. I’m already planning on going in two
years, that’d be a great time frame for you to get a bike and log some
experience.”
“That makes sense. Okay, two years.”
Harvey grunted. Whatever. He’s gonna be pissed when you bail.
Relax, he doesn’t even have a motorcycle.
Two weeks later, he had a motorcycle. A Suzuki, eighty miles away,
won his heart. Despite no face-to-face meeting, he decided she was the one and
arranged an introduction. We took my Tiger to pick her up. Two men on one
bike, and we avoided the “B” word. A ‘don’t ask, don’t ever tell’ situation—
except Sandi took an incriminating picture as we left.
Our egos took a hit, but for a worthy cause. We parked on the curb
next to his shiny orange vixen waiting in the driveway. Mike wasted no time:
smitten like he’d won a date with the prom queen, he stepped up and gave her a
firm smack on the seat. He bought her, named her Gertrude, and they were
built for each other—short, stocky, and hewn. She complimented his Scottish
looks as if she’d just gotten off a boat from Edinburgh.
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“Your Triumph needs a name,” he said.
“Hmm…” Kate? Amelia? Latifah? None felt right. “Tiger,” I said.
“That’s the model. Pick a woman’s name.”
“Tigress?”
“Tiger, then. And here I thought you were the creative one.”
*
I don’t like this, Harvey said. These events with Aubree, Sandi, and
Mike. They don’t seem random.
Was the Spirit of Adventure leading me to Alaska?
Curtis turned a deeper green each time Aubree, Sandi, and I rode.
Aubree let him ride her Rebel on our street, and he got worse. Loaners do not
satisfy the motorcycle hunger, and I had passed a genetic craving to my son. I
worried he’d never shake the lime tint if I didn’t do something.
One cold October day, we left early to watch the Sounders play soccer
in Seattle.
“The game isn’t for three hours. Why are we leaving now?” Aubree
asked.
“It’s a surprise. Punch in that address.” I handed her a torn paper.
“What? Where we goin’?”
“To get something for the family.”
“Dad found something on Craigslist!” Aubree sang, pointing her
fingers in a funky dance.
They buzzed with excitement and speculation for the entire forty-fiveminute drive.
Aubree glanced at her phone. “Turn right, and it’s on the next street.”
I passed the house.
“No way!” Curtis covered his mouth.
“What? Where?” The girls searched, but the prize hid on the other side
of the house.
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“Are you serious, Dad? This better not be a joke,” he said.
I flipped around and pulled into the driveway. At the end stood a shiny
red Ninja.
I still can’t believe you are buying a crotch rocket, Harvey said.
Mikayla punched the back of my seat. “No fair! I can’t drive it yet.”
With the fall rain, motorcycle prices plummeted. This bike, with a few
scratches, dings, and needed repairs, was a great deal. I gave Aubree the keys
to the car and followed them to the game on the Ninja.
“One rule,” I said, later, as we admired our new sport bike in the
garage. “Nobody rides unless I’m with them.”
The Ninja Rule, one of my best inventions, belonged in the Family
Rules Hall of Fame. I wanted to spend more time with my son, he loved
motorcycles, and I had a Ninja. Simple math. He took the class, got his
endorsement, and we rode all winter. After work, on the weekends, and in the
fog. If Dr. Seuss had ridden motorcycles with his son, he’d have put it this
way:
We rode our motorcycles in the dark,
we rode our motorcycles to the park.
We rode them through the icy cold,
we rode them down a slippery road.
We liked to ride our bikes, you see.
So we rode them, constantly.
Books littered the coffee table for months as we read about technique
and safety. Then we practiced, quizzing each other as we logged thousands of
miles. Curtis later bought the Ninja from me and rode it everywhere—his sole
form of transportation.
Harvey wrinkled his forehead. You aren’t really thinking about that
stupid trip north, are you? Cause it sure seems you’re headed in that direction.
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I rolled my eyes. Of course not!
But puzzle pieces were falling into place and the forming picture had
mountains, glaciers, and bears. With a year to go, Mike and I started throwing
out an occasional “we should talk Alaska.” Or, “I want this trip to change me.”
I figured three weeks on a motorcycle trip to Alaska had to do something good
for me. Right? Of course it would.
We’d planned on off-roading in Alaska and needed practice. Our bikes
needed to play in the dirt, so we scheduled a day to ride some trails and went to
a local ORV (off-road vehicle) area. But we couldn’t find a way in. The first
entrance to the trails had two hills, both too steep. Further down the road, we
found an easier way in and hit our first off-road—whooping and hollering like
prospectors who’d struck gold in the Klondike. I bounced over a log—stick—
and yelled, “Adventure!” Three minutes later, dejected and humiliated, we
walked our bikes back down the path. Our adventure spirit had been killed by a
dip in the trail that we didn’t dare cross. Mike apologized to Gertrude, telling
her it was his fault. I couldn’t look Tiger in the headlights.
See? You’d never survive Alaska, Harvey said.
I nodded, and he gloated.
I need an old dirt bike to practice on.
Harvey’s eyes teared and his mouth quivered. Dirt bike? Who are you?
I don’t even know you anymore. He muffled a sob, ran into his bathroom, and
slammed the door.
Jason, the guy who sold me Tiger, and I had become friends. He
helped Curtis and I find a couple used dirt bikes—winter fixer-uppers. The
three of us spent two months in the garage pounding on them. Books and
YouTube videos showed us how to crank ratchets and, after many bloodied
knuckles, we got them running. In early March, Curtis and I took them to the
ORV area. When I looked at the two dirt bikes strapped to our old, rickety
trailer, my stomach gurgled.
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Shit. Now we have to ride them.
No, you don’t. Get back in the truck and go home.
Curtis started unhooking straps. I pulled boots and protective gear from
the back of the truck.
“You have any questions, bud? You worried at all?” I asked in my
confident voice.
“A little, but you’ll show me what to do.”
Harvey howled. Know what? I don’t even care anymore. I want to see
you ride that thing. This will be hilarious.
We unloaded the bikes. Curtis sat on the CRF150, decked out in gear,
while my boots and chest protector sat on the tailgate. I took my time, checking
‘important’ stuff on the bikes. Eyeing bolts, kicking tires…
“So remember, bud, choke it before you start but don’t forget to turn
the choke back off after a few minutes.”
He knew, but smiled and nodded.
When I finally kicked alive my CRF250R, it rumbled and pulsed like a
bull waiting for the pen to open. The same two hills Mike and I shied from
months ago taunted me, large on the left and small on the right. I rested my
boot on the foot peg and my leg shook—and not because of the vibrating
motorcycle.
I changed my mind. I don’t care how funny it would be. Don’t do this!
Harvey said.
Our bikes thundered.
I turned on my intercom. “All set?” Even though I knew he’d been “all
set” for ten minutes.
“Yup! Let’s do it.”
Harvey opened his mouth to speak, but I flicked the throttle to shut
him out. A leopard roared and shot forward with a ferocity that nearly threw
me. Fingers locked, the bike dragged me until I gained composure. I steered
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left. Why had I chosen the big hill? Maybe that’s what Harvey had wanted to
say: take the small hill.
I shifted up and hit the base with my heart racing faster than the
engine. The back tire spun, I leaned forward, and climbed. Right up that hill.
Almost.
Near the top, my ferocious leopard sputtered and died. I imagined
rolling backward, fishtailing, and tumbling head-over-motorbike to the bottom
in a heap of dust, pain, and twisted metal. I vaulted off the bike before that
could happen, dug my boots into the sand, and pushed. Nothing. The bike slid
back; I pulled the front brake.
“Need help, bud,” I said. Thank heavens for the intercoms.
Curtis zipped over the smaller hill, parked, ran up the back of mine,
and pulled on my front tire—rolling until the bike cleared the top. Then I
coasted down the other side hyped on adrenaline. I’d won! Scared the bejeezus
out of me and, technically, I didn’t completely succeed—but I checked the
‘win’ box anyways. Trails cut through pines, and we explored the forest while
showering ourselves in mud—giddy like bear cubs in a salmon farm.
“Thanks for getting these, Dad. That was awesome,” Curtis said as we
loaded the trailer.
Exhausted, we returned home caked in muck. The next week we took
the girls out and the fun continued—we all loved dirt biking. We added a third,
fixed it up, and rode most weekends.
That spring, I rebuilt an engine, replaced a piston and cylinder,
installed valves, and serviced and maintained three dirt bikes top to bottom.
Off-road, I rode long days in the mud, sand, rocks, and gravel. I crashed,
jumped, and climbed hills. On the pavement, Curtis and I traversed the
highways and byways of Seattle in all types of weather. The Spirit of
Adventure had used friends and family to prepare me.
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Harvey, I said, four months before the scheduled departure. You need
to know something. I’m going to Alaska.

End Preview
Please visit trudgeonsoul.com for purchase information.
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